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Time-domain excitation of quantized magnetostatic spin-wave modes
in patterned NiFe thin film ensembles
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~Received 18 June 2002; revised manuscript received 29 October 2002; published 16 January 2003!

We measure quantized spin waves excited by a spatially inhomogeneous pulsed magnetic field in patterned
NiFe thin films by inductive detection of the dynamic magnetization. When anisotropy and numerically cal-
culated demagnetizing fields are included in the magnetostatic Damon–Eshbach spin-wave dispersion relation,
the predicted mode frequencies agree closely with measurements. Micromagnetic calculations predict the
correct mode frequencies and agree remarkably well with time-domain measurements.
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The rapid advance of magnetic data storage techno
has driven groundbreaking work in the study of ferroma
netic materials at high frequencies. Measurements have
performed on patterned, multilayered devices, as well as
ferromagnetic materials and geometries.1–4 In particular, lat-
erally patterned ferromagnetic films have exhibited multi
resonances, arising from the excitation of quantized sp
wave modes.5–8 These spin waves are termed magnetost
spin waves or magnetostatic modes because the excit
wavelength is long compared with the sample excha
length.9 These studies have built upon older experimen
and theoretical work where spin-wave excitations were fi
studied experimentally in ferrites and ferromagnets.9–12 The
majority of these studies have been performed at large s
magnetic field values (.100–200 Oe), and have employe
small-excitation-signal techniques, such as Brillouin Lig
Scattering~BLS!6 or ferromagnetic resonance~FMR!.5

Patterned ferromagnetic thin films exhibit complex beh
ior. Even for simple materials and geometries, e.g., Ni80Fe20
~NiFe! rectangles, circles, etc., differing interpretations
similar data on spin wave properties may readily
found.5,8,13,14 A complete understanding of the high fre
quency behavior in patterned NiFe is necessary if invest
tions are to be extended to new ferromagnetic materials
devices. To complete this understanding, measuremen
spin wave modes in NiFe films could be extended to sma
static magnetic fields,,200 Oe, where magnetization non
uniformity could modify the spin-wave spectrum, and pu
lished results are scarce due to the large bias fields typic
employed in BLS.5 Comparative measurements could be p
formed in the time-domain, where fast rise-time magne
field pulses force the system to respond to a simultane
excitation by multiple frequencies.1,4,15 In this case, multiple
spin waves may co-exist temporally and spatially. Tim
domain measurements typically employ larger pulsed fi
amplitudes than small-signal techniques, and previous ob
vations have suggested that nonlinear coupling between s
wave modes may occur at large pulsed fields.4 We address
these issues, by applying large amplitude, time-dom
pulsed magnetic fields to patterned NiFe devices. Our pu
fields are applied in a controlled, non-uniform spatial geo
etry, with static magnetic fields in the range from 0
150 Oe.

Our devices consist of coplanar microwave wavegui
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~CPW! designed for 50V impedance, which overlay pat
terned NiFe thin film ensembles. Using an ensemble of e
ments increases signal-to-noise with inductive detect
while measuring averaged single element dynamics.
NiFe films have 50 and 100 nm thicknesses, and are de
ited using dc magnetron sputtering onto substrates co
with amorphous Al2O3. The samples are then patterned in
squares 50mm on a side. Seventeen of these squares
arrayed in 1 mm ensembles, with easy axes parallel to
ensemble axis. A 0.94mm Al2O3 spacer is deposited on th
NiFe elements. Following the Al2O3 deposition, a 0.75mm
thick Cu film is deposited and patterned into CPWs w
center conductor widths of 15 and 25mm, ground plane
widths of 31 and 52mm, for total widths of 90 and 151mm,
respectively, and total lengths of;1 mm. The 15mm CPW
is centered with respect to the 50350 mm2 squares, while
the 25 mm CPW is offset so the center conductor cove
one-half of the 50350 mm2 ensemble. Figure 1 shows th
in-plane field profile of the 15mm waveguide, calculated
using the Biot–Savart law,16 along with a top-view of the

FIG. 1. Coplanar waveguide~CPW! and ensemble layout, alon
with calculated Biot–Savart fields for the 15mm CPW in the ta-
pered region as shown.
©2003 The American Physical Society11-1
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waveguide/ensemble geometry. The magnetic field from
center conductor is directed along the1y direction, while
the field from the ground planes is directed along2y. The
ground plane and center conductor currents are also i
cated.

To detect the temporal magnetization response, we us
inductive technique.4 A step current pulse, which has a 70
risetime and 20 ns duration, is transmitted through the CP
A 70 Oe peak magnetic field can be generated along
y-axis by our largest pulse amplitude of 9 V, although we c
attenuate this pulse to,7 Oe to vary pulsed field amplitude
The pulse drives the magnetization out of equilibrium, c
ating a voltage that propagates with the original pulse. Us
a 18 GHz sampling oscilloscope, we perform 1024 avera
at 100 kHz pulse repetition rate, while applying a static fie
of 150 Oe also along they-axis ~‘‘saturation’’ field!. We then
repeat the measurement with the static field directed al
thex-axis, varying from 0 to 150 Oe~bias field!. Finally, the
two curves are subtracted to yield the inductive voltage c
ated by the dynamic magnetization. Our case is differ
from previous time-domain inductive measurements,4 be-
cause we measure the sum of voltages induced by the
vidual ensemble elements.

The time-domain behavior of our ensemble devices
shown in Figs. 2~a!–2~b!, where we plot induced voltage a
a function of time for the 15 and 25mm CPW cases, respec
tively ~100 nm film thickness!, for a 7 Oepulsed field~along
the y-axis! and 60 Oe bias field. The cross sectional geo
etries for the two cases are shown as insets in Fig. 2. B
traces show a time-domain beating of multiple frequenc
with similar amplitudes. Baseline measurements perform
on an ensemble of 15315 mm2 squares and on a 1
31 mm2 sample, both centered on a 15mm CPW, exhibit
single frequency response.

The time-domain response is well-fitted by two linear
superposed, exponentially-damped sinusoids having ne
equal amplitudes but different frequencies.4 As will be

FIG. 2. Inductive voltage from an ensemble of 50350 mm2

elements, as a function of time~60 Oe static bias field!. ~a! Voltage
response of a centered 15mm CPW ~7 Oe pulsed field!; ~b! re-
sponse of an offset 25mm CPW. The solid lines in~a!–~b! are 3D
numerical micromagnetic calculations as described in the text.
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shown in detail below, this behavior arises from the exci
tion of a pair of the available quantized magnetostatic sp
wave eigenmodes of the 50mm NiFe sample.

Figure 3 shows the voltage from the 15mm CPW ~100
nm thickness, 60 Oe bias!, for two pulsed field amplitudes
70 Oe ~solid line!, and 7 Oe~dotted line, scaled by 103!.
The curves agree closely, and a similar, linear scaling w
pulsed field is observed over a wide range of bias fields
contrast to previous time domain studies,4 we find no evi-
dence for nonlinearity at large pulsed fields.

Fourier transforming~FFT! the time domain response
from Figs. 2~a!–2~b!, the rms amplitudes as a function o
frequency are shown in Fig. 4~a!. As in the time domain data
two dominant frequency modes are seen for both curve
Fig. 4~a!. Comparing the solid and dashed curves, the p
separation is different for the two waveguide geometries. T
lower frequency peaks agree within experimental err
while the higher frequency peaks are clearly different. W
note that in previous studies of patterned NiFe typically m
than two modes are observed.6 In fact, measurements on a

FIG. 3. Response comparing 70 Oe and 7 Oe pulsed fields~7 Oe
data is scaled by 103). Note the near perfect match between t
curves, indicating that the induced voltage varies linearly w
pulsed field amplitude.

FIG. 4. Frequency response obtained via FFT of time dom
data.~a! rms mode amplitude as a function of frequency for the t
geometries in Figs. 2~a!–2~b!. Note the overlap between the lowe
frequency peaks and the separation of the higher frequency pe
~b! CPW spatial field amplitude as a function of frequency. T
frequency axis is calculated from the spatial wave vector, using
dispersion relation in Eq.~3! for a continuous wave vector. Note th
general agreement between the spatial frequency peaks an
dominant excited spin wave modes.
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identical sample geometry with a 3mm CPW center conduc
tor, using a frequency-resolved optical technique, detect
quantized modes.17 These results suggest that the spatia
inhomogeneous field from the CPW~Fig. 1 top! excites a
sub-set of the available quantized spin-wave eigenmode
previously observed in ferrite spheres.10

To further understand the nature of these spin-w
modes, we perform 3D numerical micromagnetic calcu
tions of the ensemble’s temporal response. This respon
calculated using the Landau–Lifshitz equation,

dm/dt52
g

11a2
m3@H1am3H#, ~1!

wherem5M /Ms is the unit magnetization vector,Ms is the
~assumed constant! saturation magnetization,t is time, g is
the gyromagnetic ratio,a is the phenomenological Gilber
damping coefficient, andH, in the magnetostatic limit, is
given by:

H52¹F1
2A

Ms
¹2m1

2K

Ms
~m•c!c1Hb1Hp , ~2!

where the first term is the magnetostatic field (¹2F
54pMs¹•m), A51.6310211 J/m is the exchange con
stant,K is the magnetocrystalline anisotropic constant,c is
the uniaxial anisotropy direction, and the remaining ter
are the Zeeman fields for the uniform biasing~alongx) and
nonuniform excitation~along y and z), respectively. In our
calculations, the magnetization domain is discretized u
formly along each Cartesian axis, thereby allowing efficie
fast Fourier transforms for the volumed averaged magn
static field for each computational cell, and a simple 7-po
Laplacian stencil for the exchange field. The volume av
aged excitation field,Hp , for each computational cell is
found analytically from the Biot–Savart Law given the g
ometry of the CPW, spacing from the magnetic eleme
(0.94mm), and assuming an infinite CPW along the b
field (x-axis! and a spatially uniform current in the thin CPW
with temporal behavior determined by experimental obser
tions. Equation~1! is solved semi-implicitly with a fixed
time step of 0.1 ps. There are no explicit boundary conditi
on the magnetization profile since the calculation correc
incorporates all the relevant physics; e.g., the magnetos
~and, to a lesser extent, exchange! fields naturally ‘‘pin’’ the
magnetization along the element surfaces for the geome
considered here. Due to computational feasability, the
simulations reported here have computational cells lar
than the exchange length. However, finer meshing in
along with simulations in 2D where the exchange len
scale can be resolved, show no effect on the final compu
results and also confirm that the spin waves are purely m
netostatic in nature. In the 3D simulations, all of the e
semble elements are assumed to have identical magnet
sponse.

The magnetization-induced voltage is calculated by re
procity in the standard formalism.4 In particular, a fictitious
current is passed through the CPW. The resulting field in
magnetic sample is projected along the instantaneous m
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netization profile and volume integrated. The~numerical!
time derivative of this volume integrated projection is th
proportional to the induced voltage. The solid lines in Fig
2~a!–2~b! are the micromagnetically calculated voltage r
sponses for the two cases shown, usingg/2p
532.2 GHz/T, 4pMs51.05 T, Hk[2K/Ms54 Oe, anda
50.01. This value of 4pMs is accurate within 5%–10% fo
our NiFe films. They component ofHp has the profile shown
in Fig. 1. We note that this value ofa is consistent with that
found for much larger samples.18 The calculated voltages
agree closely with the measured ones, indicating that
calculation successfully captures the relevant physics un
lying these spin-wave excitations.

Figure 5 shows the y-component of the magnetization
the simulations shown in Fig. 2~a!. The steady stateM y con-
figuration after the step excitation is given as the solid lin
The deviation ofM y from this configuration is shown at two
instances of time after the step excitation,t50.73 ns and
t51.0 ns, as circles and squares, respectively. These de
tions in M y clearly show the two normal modes which a
simultaneously excited. The simulations in Fig. 5 showM y
going to zero at the sample edges, indicating thatM y is
pinned, as discussed above. Figure 6 shows FFT’s of
simulated time domain voltages for the data from Fig. 2~a!
for three different current/field configurations. The solid lin
is for the case shown in Fig. 1. The dashed line is for the c
where the field is only that of the center conductor, and
ground plane fields~i.e., currents! are set equal to zero. Th
dotted line is for the case where the field above the gro
planes is equal to that above the CPW center conducto
all three cases, only two modes are observed, and their
quencies are independent of ground plane field stren
However, the relative amplitudes of the modes strongly
pends on the relative fields from the ground planes. T
agreement between experiment and simulation, as show

FIG. 5. Micromagnetically simulated spatial magnetization
sponse: magnitude ofM y as a function ofy. The steady stateM y

configuration fort54.0 ns is given as the solid line. The differenc
between the steady stateM y and M y at t50.73 ns after the step
excitation is given by the circles, while the squares denote the
ference inM y betweent54.0 ns andt51.0 ns. Note thatM y is
pinned at the sample edges and consists of two dominant sp
frequencies, which can be seen in the deviations ofM y from its
steady state configuration. For these curves, every fifth comp
tional point has been plotted, where the first and last points giveM y

closest to the sample edges.
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Fig. 2, cannot be obtained without including the corre
ground plane fields. Further, measurements of the 25mm
offset sample for waveguides without a ground plane o
the sample confirm the change in mode amplitude tha
predicted by the FFT’s in Fig. 6.

As mentioned above, interpretations of spin wave prop
ties differ in the literature for similar patterned NiFe film
structures. We now analyze our data from Fig. 2, to addr
these differences. Figure 7 displays spin-wave freque
squared,f 2, as a function of bias field, for the 15 and 25mm
CPW devices@Fig. 7~a!#, and for 15mm CPWs at two film
thicknesses: 50 and 100 nm@Fig. 7~b!#. A linear dependence

FIG. 6. FFT’s of simulated time domain voltages for differe
waveguide field configurations for the 15mm waveguide geometry
Solid line: FFT of simulated time-domain response for field pro
shown in Fig. 1. Dashed line: FFT for the case where the gro
plane fields are zero and only the field above the center conduct
present. Dotted line: FFT for the case where the fields above
ground planes are equal to the field above the center conducto
three cases show two modes with identical frequencies. Howe
the magnitudes of the peaks strongly depend on the relative field
the ground planes and center conductor, implying that a cor
treatment of both center conductor and ground planes is require
obtain the agreement between experiment and simulation show
Figs. 2~a!–2~b!.

FIG. 7. Spin wave mode frequencies, squared, as a functio
bias field. ~a! Comparison of mode frequencies for 15mm (n
51,3) and 25mm (n51,2) CPWs.~b! comparison of 15mm CPW
frequencies (n51,3) for 50 and 100 nm thick films. The inverte
triangles are 3D micromagnetic calculations. The dotted lines c
necting the calculated frequencies are not fitted, but touch mos
the experimental points.
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of f 2 on bias field is expected from the Damon–Eshba
~DE! dispersion relation for magnetostatic spin waves~see
below!.11,13 The squared frequencies in Fig. 7 appear a
proximately linear vs bias field over the full field rang
(;15–150 Oe). The inverted triangles in Fig. 7 are calc
lated via micromagnetics forHb550, 100, and 150 Oe, and
as in Fig. 2, the calculatedf 2 are in excellent agreement wit
experiment. The lines in Fig. 7 are drawn through the cal
lated points to show the agreement with experiment, and
not fitted. Having reproduced our experimental results
merically, to make quantitative predictions, we compare
frequencies with those predicted by the DE dispers
relation:11,13

f 25S g

2p D 2

@4pMsHb1~2pMs!
2~12exp~22pns/w!!#

[S g

2p D 2

4pMs@Hb1Hn#[S g

2p D 2

4pMsH8, ~3!

for standing wave modes quantized alongy, wheren is the
integer mode index,w is the width of the sample, ands is the
thickness. For ease of comparison with experiment, we
culateH8 from the frequencies in Fig. 7, inserting the sam
values ofg and 4pMs used for the numerical calculations
Given the discussion above, we apply Eq.~3! with pinned
boundary conditions, i.e., our mode indices start withn51
~the lowest unpinned mode hasn50).5 However, the experi-
mentalH8, from Fig. 7, are lower than the predictedH8.
Equation ~3! predicts H8592.8 Oe (Hn51532.8 Oe; Hb
560 Oe;w550 mm; s5100 nm). For the lowest frequenc
mode in Fig. 7~a! (n51), H8578.963 Oe. For Hb
5150 Oe, Eq.~3! predictsH85182.8 Oe, while Fig. 7~a!
yields H8516768 Oe ~uncertainties assume 5% error
4pMs). Similar disagreement occurs if one takesn50. The
decreased sensitivity of the measurement at the higher
fields highlights the importance of being able to perfo
these measurements at bias fields well below 100 Oe. Pr
ous studies have shown similar discrepancies, which are
solved either by using unpinned boundary conditions or n
integer mode-indices,5,8,13both of which lower the predicted
H8. However, as written, Eq.~3! does not include uniaxia
anisotropy or demagnetizing field anisotropy, both of whi
are present in our case. We modify Eq.~3! to include these
terms:

f 25S g

2p D 2

@4pMs~H81Hd1Hk!#5S g

2p D 2

4pMsH
~4!

whereHd is the demagnetizing field along the CPW axis a
will be negative since it opposesHb inside the sample. The
uniaxial anisotropy field,Hk52K/Ms54 Oe, is measured
prior to film patterning with a M-H looper.Hd is calculated
numerically, by computing the volume-averaged intern
field at a givenHb . We again combine these terms and d
fine the sum asH. Using Eq.~4! with numerically derived
Hd5218.4 Oe along withHn51 and Hk , we calculateH
578.4 Oe (Hb560 Oe), compared withH578.963 Oe
from Fig. 7. The micromagnetically calculatedH
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577.1 Oe. The predictedH agrees closely with theH from
both experiment and micromagnetics. Similar agreemen
obtained for all the modes in Figs. 7~a!–7~b!. For the third
mode in Fig. 7~a! (n53), we deriveH5144.966 Oe (Hb
560 Oe), while numerically,H5146.8 Oe, and Eq.~4! pre-
dicts H5142.7 Oe. Equation~3! would have predictedH8
5157 Oe for this case. By includingHk and Hd in our
analysis, we obtain excellent agreement with DE dispers
with pinned boundary conditions and integer mode indice

To further establish the validity of Eq.~4!, we performed
the same measurement shown in Fig. 2 on a 50mm wide ~y!
by 1000mm long ~x! rectangle, using an identical 15mm
CPW. Under these conditions,Hd in Eq. ~4! should be neg-
ligible in comparison to the 50350 mm2 case. We findH
59764 Oe for the lower mode (Hb560 Oe). Substituting
Hn51532.8 Oe,Hk54.0 Oe, andHd50 into Eq. ~4!, we
predict H596.8 Oe, again in excellent agreement with e
periment. As a further check, the micromagnetic calcula
response of an ensemble of 50mm wide ~y! by 25 mm long
~x! elements found only an offset in both mode frequenc
suggesting that Eq.~4! properly accounts for the demagn
tizing field. We also computed the case where the freque
difference is not independent of the boundary conditions,
making film thickness,s, a bigger fraction of sample width
w. The simulated frequency difference requires the low
two modes to have indicesn51 andn52, not n50 andn
51, i.e., largely pinned boundaries~for even largers/w val-
ues, neither ‘‘pinned’’ nor ‘‘unpinned’’ are correct!.

To explain in detail how the CPW field profiles lead to t
observed spin-wave spectra, we examine the pulsed
spatial harmonics seen by the sample. Assuming mo
pinned boundary conditions for the magnetization at the
eral edges (y5625 mm), we expand the fields from th
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CPW using only sine terms in the Fourier expansion.19 Two
dominant peaks are seen in the spatial frequency spectr
the two CPWs, as shown in Fig. 4~b!, where the solid and
dashed lines are for the 15 and 25mm CPWs, respectively
These spatial frequency spectra mirror the observed
wave spectra shown in Fig. 4~a!. To make this comparison
more quantitative, thex-axis in Fig. 4~b! was computed by
transformation of wave vector to frequency via the disp
sion relation@Eq. ~3!#. The spatial harmonics shown in Fig
4~b! overlap the measured frequencies in Fig. 4~a!, for both
the 15 and 25mm CPWs, indicating that we can both predi
and control which of the spin wave modes will be excited
a given field geometry. To test whether this spatially sel
tive excitation depends on the detection geometry, we mic
magnetically calculated the effect of varying CPW width a
placement for the inductive detection only~excitation geom-
etry was held constant!. The results showed no shifts in pea
frequency nor any additional spectral peaks, suggesting
our induced voltage correctly represents the excited mag
tization.

In conclusion, we demonstrate the ability to spatially co
trol the excited spin-wave spectrum in a patterned ferrom
netic thin film. We successfully employ 3D micromagne
calculations to reproduce our measured voltages in the t
domain, and no nonlinearities are observed, even at la
pulsed fields. We obtain close agreement between meas
and predicted absolute frequency and frequency separa
using the Damon–Eshbach dispersion relation, modified
include uniaxial anisotropy and demagnetizing fields, w
pinned boundary conditions.
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